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SILICON SLOPES, Utah, March 28, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Domo (Nasdaq: DOMO), provider of the leading cloud-based operating system for
business, today announced it has been recognized as a 2019 Top Rated Business Intelligence by TrustRadius, a B2B review platform.

“Domo received their Top Rated Business Intelligence (BI) Software award based directly on customer feedback,” said Megan Headley, VP of
Research at TrustRadius. “Reviewers appreciate Domo’s robust data visualization capabilities and the platforms’ wide range of connectors available.”

With nearly 100 vetted reviews and ratings, Domo stood out as a leader in the Business Intelligence (BI) Tools category with its ability to digitally
connect businesses by bringing together people, data and systems to enable real-time, data-driven decisions. Domo’s scorecard  showcases high
scores for likelihood to recommendation (8.2 out of 10), usability (9.1 out of 10), mobile capabilities (9.2 out of 10) and data sharing and collaboration
features (8.3 out of 10), which are also reflected in reviewers’ comments such as the following:

“When you want to empower your end users. When you want to take the stress off your IT team from building reports.
When you want to have a "data warehouse" without building out your own massive DW/DC and [Infrastructure] team.”  – IT
and Systems Director
 
“Domo is great when the goal is to create an environment within a team or organization that relies upon data to run their
business. It works well with teams that don't have a lot of technical experience and who want to collaborate in a cloud
environment.”  – Controller, Retail
 
“The whole point of Business Intelligence, sometimes referred to as Data Analytics, is to make information available in a
way that enables decision makers to make informed decisions. Domo makes consuming that information simple, whether
you're at your desk or on a golf course, but the power isn't in being able to open up a metric and look at it, the power is in
being able to challenge the data or ask a qualifying question or to have a conversation around the result, with the data, in
the report. No extra emails. No extra meetings. The ability to set alerts partnered with the collaboration functionality brings
tremendous efficiency and insight and makes it easier than ever to take the guessing game out of the decisions that are
being made.”  – VP of Data Analytics, Insurance

Established in 2013, TrustRadius has become the most trusted site for B2B software reviews. Each month, about 400,000 B2B technology buyers use
over 168,000 verified reviews and ratings on TrustRadius.com to make informed purchasing decisions. Visit TrustRadius to leave Domo a review or
see what other users have to say.

Since its 2016 launch, the TrustRadius Top Rated Awards have become the industry standard for recognition of the best B2B technology products.
TrustRadius Top Rated awards are based entirely on customer feedback, and it offers a breakdown of its scoring criteria.  

About Domo
Domo’s mission is to be the operating system for business, digitally connecting all your people, your data and your systems, empowering them to
collaborate better, make better decisions and be more efficient, right from their phones. Domo works with many of the world’s leading and most
progressive brands across multiple industries including retail, media and entertainment, manufacturing, finance and more. For more information about
Domo (Nasdaq: DOMO), visit www.domo.com. You can also follow Domo on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
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